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The aim and objectives of the 
Module

• Improvement of digital infrastructure in 
educational institutionsAim

• To provide theoretical and practical 
knowledge for educational institutions 
considering digital infrastructure 
improvement.

Objectives

• Educational services should work properly. To 
reach this aim, infrastructure and services 
(websites, portals, Wi-Fi, Clouds) should be 
widely accessible.

Actuality



Introduction

According to DigCompOrg, the digital infrastructure consists of 10 descriptors:

Acceptable Use Policy Implemented.

Investments in digital technologies are based on pedagogical and technical expertise.

Digital learning technologies allow you to learn anywhere, anytime.

The principle of bring your own device (BYOD) is encouraged.

Reduces the risk of inequality and pursues digital inclusion.

Technical and user assistance is provided.

Assistive technologies help meet special needs.

Measures are in place to ensure privacy, confidentiality and security.

Procurement is clearly planned effectively.

An action plan for the provision of ICT basic infrastructure and services has been 
implemented.



Investment in digital 
technologies
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Why should we invest in digital technologies?

1) Enriches education;

2) Provides with new educational possibilities;

3) Improves educational productivity;

4) <...>



Main aspects
Investment in digital technologies must be based on pedagogical and 
technical expertise.

• Investment directions:

technologies

servicesresources





Internet speed – transport road

Road speed is measured - km / h. We all know and see the 
daily movement of cars.

After all, how we measure the speed of the Internet and how 
much we need it is, we use it daily and will use it in the 
future.

Answer: Gbps, Mbps, kbps, bps



www.speedtest.net





Investment to the Internet. 
Problems...



Investment to the Internet



Distant conferences





„Smart class“  model

2022-08-16 ITMC, Jolanta Totoraitienė



Investment

Digital 
technologies 
equipment

Teachers’ professional 
development

Website typology
Access to the 

contents

224–536 EUR
1 student per year

2022-08-16 ITMC, Jolanta Totoraitienė



Overview at schools

Information and communication technologies in education

In early 2019, the European Commission published a study entitled
"School Overview: Information and Communication Technologies
in Education".

Results.

The proportion of pupils in well-digital schools varies widely in
Europe, with the highest in the Nordic countries ranging from 35%
to 72%. In Lithuania, from 36% to 53%, respectively: better in
primary schools, worse in basic and secondary schools.



Study „Mokyklų apžvalga: informacinės ir ryšių technologijos švietime“ 

(angl. Survey of Schools: ICT in Education)

The report states that:

In Lithuania, schools are well equipped with digital equipment (computers, cameras, digital
whiteboards).

Nearly a third of schools have high-speed internet speeds in excess of 100 Mbps, which is above
the European Union average.

However, fewer Lithuanian students use a computer at school for study purposes than the
European Union average.

The report indicates that a particularly large number of students in Lithuania use a smartphone
for study purposes during their lessons and, according to this indicator, significantly exceed the
European Union average.

The report also notes that Lithuanian schools strongly promote the use of digital technologies
in teaching and learning.



Learning according 
to the principle“from 
anywhere, any time“
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Leraning „from anywhere, any time“. What’s 
that?
The boundaries of learning can be expanded as learning
resources and content can be accessed anytime, anywhere.

However, learning content cannot be static. Increasingly,
video streaming or video conferencing is being used, with
external speakers or experts in a particular class being
invited. Therefore, there is a need to have a high speed
internet connection due to bandwidth requiring
applications.





The concept of a good school

2022-08-16 ITMC, Autorius

„Open educational environment - the transition 
from traditional classroom spaces to 

“classroomswithout borders”: the educational 
process can also take place in corridors, lobbies, 

the library, the school yard and other internal 
and external school spaces.



Discussion 
Learning to 

WHEN

Mokymasis pagal 
principą „bet kur ir bet 

kada“

2022-08-16 ITMC, Autorius

Share your experience of
organizing learning
"anywhere, anytime".



The BYOD principle is 
to bring your device
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BYOD. What’s that?

BYOD – En. Bring Your Own Device, in Lithuanian - bring
your mobile device.

This is a practice where students carry their mobile device
to school and use it for educational purposes. This practice
is rapidly gaining popularity.















Possible BYOD usage scenarios

Scenario 1: Informal individual teacher initiative.

Scenario 2: Voluntary application of BYOD to senior 
students.

Scenario 3: A scenario planned and maintained by the 
whole school.









Recommendations to do the tasks

The individual task “Secure wireless network at school” is designed
to assess the current situation in the school, on the basis of which
recommendations can be prepared for the development of school
computer networks, ensuring a safe electronic space for children.

• Get acquainted with LITNET services „Safe Wi- fi at school“,
address https://www.lm.lt/paslauga/belaidis-tinklas.

Evaluate the possibilities of using this service in the organization and

prepare a report about it. Make 10-12 slides.

How to 
do?

https://www.lm.lt/paslauga/belaidis-tinklas


Recommended guidelines

All students participating in BYOT must adhere to community ethics and other
rules that apply to the school.

Each teacher is free to allow and regulate the use of personal devices in the
classroom for specific projects.

The devices brought to the school must be in silent mode, unless the teacher allows
otherwise. The headphones can be used with the permission of the teacher.

Devices may not be used to solve tasks, quizzes or tests.

Pupils are prohibited from filming and taking photographs on the mobile phone or
mobile devices in and around the school, unless the teacher allows otherwise.



Recommended guidelines

Devices can only be used to access files or websites that are associated with a class application.

Students are informed that content filtering will be applied to the Internet connection and any
attempt to bypass network filters is prohibited.

It is forbidden to use insecure, virus-infected devices in the school network.

Students and parents should be aware that school administrators may search for devices if they
are suspected of violating the student code of conduct. If the device is locked or password
protected, the student will need to unlock it at the request of the school administrator.

Printing from personal devices at school is not allowed.

Personal devices must be charged before school and must be battery-powered at school.



Task

The task is to take over good practice and apply it in
your institution.
Find and study examples of Acceptable Use Policies
(PAPs) online.
Develop a policy for the acceptable use of your
institution for students and staff.



Reducing the risk of 
inequality and pursuing 

digital inclusion
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Reducing the risk of inequality

The organization takes into account that students
from poorer socio-economic backgrounds are at risk
of experiencing inequality.



A problem

All too often, our education systems promote inequality -
the needs of the poor are ignored, education depends on
the social situation of parents, and poverty and
disadvantaged opportunities in the labor market are passed
on from one generation to the next.



A problem

The same law applies in school as in our society: the richer
a person is, the earlier. At least that is what the students
who participated in the survey of Klaipeda University are
convinced of.

48 percent. respondents stated that a student’s social status
influences a teacher’s assessments;

45 percent argued that suggestions by richer children in
class meetings are gaining more acceptance;

68 percent. admits to feeling happier and more confident if
they were richer.



A problem

2017 The Commission's Education and Training Monitoring
Bulletin is the sixth annual report to discuss the
development of EU education and training systems in one
place, with a wealth of validated data.

The bulletin assesses the EU's progress towards six
education and training targets for 2020:

1) the share of people who have not completed education
and training programs (18-24 years old) should be less than
10%;

2) those aged 30–34 who have acquired tertiary education.
the share of older people should be at least 40%;



A problem
3) not less than 95% children between the ages of four and
the age of primary education should participate in
educational programs;

4) the proportion of 15-year-old students with poor
reading, maths and science skills should be less than 15%;

5) 82 percent. people with a recent secondary or tertiary
education (aged 20-34) who are no longer in education or
training should be recruited;

6) not less than 15 percent. adults (25-64) should participate
in formal or non-formal learning programs.



Achieving digital inclusion
The concept of digital inclusion has become more widely explored in the
scientific literature over the last five years, highlighting the key principles of
digital inclusion:

Access to ICT,

ability to use ICT and application of ICT,

defining groups in society that lack digital inclusion and often experience
social exclusion (people with disabilities, the unemployed, the elderly, etc.),

analyzing the possibilities for increasing digital inclusion (development of
diversity and accessibility of digital services, inter-organizational
interoperability, etc.),

benefits.

Kulikauskienė, Šaparnienė, Viešosios bibliotekos veikla socialinę atskirtį patiriančių
visuomenės grupių skaitmeninės įtraukties didinimo srityje, 2020



Achieving digital inclusion
Activities:

Provides impartial access to appropriate digital technologies and
resources;

Digital pedagogical strategies are chosen, such as contextual
constraints on the use of technology (say, accessibility), competencies,
expectations, attitudes, misunderstandings and misuse;

Digital technologies and strategies are used, such as assistive
technologies for students with special needs (for example, students
with physical or mental disabilities; students with learning
disabilities);



Achieving digital inclusion
Activities:

Increasing the availability of resources and digital learning
environments;

Potential accessibility issues are taken into account and addressed in
the selection, modification or creation of digital resources, and
alternative or compensatory measures or methods are provided for
students with special needs;

Continuously monitor and evaluate the adequacy of the measures
used to improve accessibility and adapt strategies accordingly.



Technical assistance and user 
assistance are integrated into the 

digital infrastructure
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Technical assistance and consumer 
assistance

Technical assistance is assistance in the event of technical problems
with the use of electronic devices required for the successful
implementation of digital teaching, learning and assessment.

The coverage of services and the assistance provided (internally or by
external suppliers) can be regulated through service level
agreements.

A Service Level Agreement (SLA) is an agreement between a service
provider and a service recipient on the administration and service
conditions of the services provided and the quality parameters of the
services provided.

2022-08-16 ITMC, Autorius



Technical assistance and consumer 
assistance

The contract should answer the questions:

Why should an organization care about a service level agreement?

How should the required SLA be determined?

2022-08-16 ITMC, Autorius



Services normally provided to consumers:

computer maintenance;

installation, updating, configuration and maintenance of software
(Windows, MS Office / Open Office, Outlook, Internet Explorer, etc.) on
computers;

software troubleshooting; identification and troubleshooting of hardware
(computers, printers);

prevention of computers and their components (updating of antivirus
and other essential programs).

2022-08-16 ITMC, Autorius

Technical assistance and consumer 
assistance



Technical assistance and consumer 
assistance

Remote Assistance

IT assistance is provided remotely using a secure connection to the user's
computer.

The customer must download special software that allows the IT
professional to connect to the computer and solve computer problems.

2022-08-16 ITMC, Autorius





Solving digital problems through learning activities

Includes learning activities, tasks, and assessments where students
are required to identify and solve technical problems or transfer
technological knowledge creatively to make new decisions.

Includes learning activities that encourage students and require:

identify and resolve,

to adjust and adapt,

to evaluate,

to understand,

to help

to take advantage of.

2022-08-16 ITMC, Autorius



Solving digital problems through learning activities

Includes learning activities, tasks, and assessments that encourage
students and require:

identify and resolve technical issues arising from the use of devices
and digital environments;

adapt and adapt digital environments to personal needs;

identify, evaluate, select and use digital technologies and possible
technological solutions to solve tasks or problems.

use digital technologies in innovative ways to accumulate knowledge

2022-08-16 ITMC, Autorius



Solving digital problems through learning activities

understand which areas of digital competence need to be
improved or updated;

to help others improve digital competences;

seize opportunities for improvement and keep up with digital
evolution.

2022-08-16 ITMC, Autorius



DISCUSSION

Solving technical 
problems

Discuss:

How can students be encouraged
to solve technical problems
through trial and error?

What pedagogical strategies can
be used to encourage students to
transfer their digital competencies
to new situations or new contexts?



Measures to ensure privacy, 
confidentiality and security
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National legislation

National Cyber Security Strategy

Law of the Republic of Lithuania on the Protection of 
Minors from the Negative Impact of Public Information

Law on Gambling of the Republic of Lithuania

Law on Education of the Republic of Lithuania

The legislation specifies what public information has a 
negative impact on minors and is prohibited, and what 
measures are in place to restrict the dissemination of public 
information to minors.





National Cyber Security Strategy



National Cyber Security Strategy



Cyber Security Act



Law of the Republic of Lithuania on the Protection of 
Minors from the Negative Impact of Public Information



Law of the Republic of Lithuania on the Protection of Minors 
from the Negative Impact of Public Information



Law on Gambling of the Republic of Lithuania



Law on Gambling of the Republic of Lithuania



Important note

The Law on Education of the Republic of Lithuania, in
accordance with Article 23, prohibits bullying in
cyberspace and prohibits other types of information that
despise, humiliate or otherwise degrade a person's
personality and dignity.



IT SECURITY TIPS

Use antivirus programs;

Keep the software up to date;

Beware of emails of unknown origin with attachments;

Use firewalls;

Save backups of important files;

Use strong passwords;

Encrypt important messages.

According to the recommendations of the Ministry of the Interior 
of the Republic of Lithuania.



Task. National legislation

Familiarize yourself with the following legislation:

National Cyber Security Strategy;

Law of the Republic of Lithuania on the Protection of Minors from 
the Negative Impact of Public Information;

Law on Gambling of the Republic of Lithuania;

Law on Education of the Republic of Lithuania.



Articles
• Studio „Bring Your Own Device FOR SCHOOLS“ 

https://sitc.vma.lm.lt/pluginfile.php/389/mod_page/content/4/Studija%20%E2%8
0%9EBring%20Your%20Own%20Device%20FOR%20SCHOOLS%20%E2%80%9
C.pdf

Vaino Brazdeikis. Digital-tools of primary education informatics 
https://sitc.vma.lm.lt/pluginfile.php/389/mod_page/content/4/Vaino-Brazdeikis-
Pradinio-ugdymo-informatikos-skaitmenines-priemones.pdf

Education and training in Europe. Inequality persists 
https://ec.europa.eu/commission/presscorner/detail/lt/IP_17_4261

General advice on IT security issues
https://vrm.lrv.lt/lt/apie-vidaus-reikalu-ministerija/bendro-pobudzio-patarimai-it-
saugos-klausimais

2022-08-16 ITMC, Autorius

https://sitc.vma.lm.lt/pluginfile.php/389/mod_page/content/4/Studija%20%E2%80%9EBring%20Your%20Own%20Device%20FOR%20SCHOOLS%20%E2%80%9C.pdf
https://sitc.vma.lm.lt/pluginfile.php/389/mod_page/content/4/Vaino-Brazdeikis-Pradinio-ugdymo-informatikos-skaitmenines-priemones.pdf
https://ec.europa.eu/commission/presscorner/detail/lt/IP_17_4261
https://vrm.lrv.lt/lt/apie-vidaus-reikalu-ministerija/bendro-pobudzio-patarimai-it-saugos-klausimais


Educational material on social networks

Learning "anywhere, anytime". Good experience from Kaunas 
Adult and Youth Training Center:

https://youtu.be/av9rfSyiqWI

https://youtu.be/CLZ2M59quVo

Dr. Natalijos Valavičienės pranešimas „Socialinė nelygybė ir atskirtis 
visuomenėje: sociologinis požiūris“.Paroda „Mokykla 2019“
https://youtu.be/uQhCDcJsxWo

https://youtu.be/av9rfSyiqWI
https://youtu.be/CLZ2M59quVo
https://youtu.be/uQhCDcJsxWo


Nuorodos
• The second research at schools: IT in education 

https://www.itc.smm.lt/wp-
content/uploads/2019/04/tyrimo_pristatymas20190321.pdf

• Executive Summary of 2nd Survey of Schools: ICT in 
Educationhttps://ec.europa.eu/information_society/newsroom/ima
ge/document/2019-
10/ictineducation_en_executive_summary_objective2_469AEA24-
02DD-E50A-C24FA4E428123AF7_57737.pdf

https://www.itc.smm.lt/wp-content/uploads/2019/04/tyrimo_pristatymas20190321.pdf
https://ec.europa.eu/information_society/newsroom/image/document/2019-10/ictineducation_en_executive_summary_objective2_469AEA24-02DD-E50A-C24FA4E428123AF7_57737.pdf



